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- We:
  - Consider a single type (outlook on several types given)
  - Aim to disturb passenger traffic as little as possible—trade-off with temporal distance
to other trains
  - We present optimal solution
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Route thick paths from the source to the sink, avoiding all holes (=obstacles)
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Thick path $\Pi$: Minkowski sum of a thin path and a unit disk $\Pi = (\pi)^1$
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- Need some more concepts ($\Omega$ perforated at the source and sinks and Riemann flaps glued to $\Omega$, ...)
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- Grass-fire analogy
- Free space is grass over which fire travels with speed 1
- Holes are highly flammable: once ignited, fire moves through them with infinite speed
- We start setting the bottom on fire.
- Wavefront at time $\tau$: boundary of burnt grass by time $\tau$
- Whenever fire burns 2 time units w/o hitting hole $\rightarrow$ we can route a thick path through the burnt grass
- Once path has been routed: wavefront is new bottom, and we start over
- Some additional tweaks when we hit a hole after $\tau<2$
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- We showed how to adapt the waterfall construction to compute the maximum number of thick non-crossing paths with a given slope range ($\leq C$-respecting)

**Theorem:** A representation of the maximum number of $C$-respecting thick-non-crossing paths can be found in $O(nh+n\log n)$ time.
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Still left to do
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⇒ Extend the time windows by \( d/2 \) to both sides to create \( \Gamma_s \) and \( \Gamma_t \)
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Vertical lines at stations are obstacles
⇒ We need to delete them
We need to be able to spend some time at a station
⇒ “Cut” each station open and blow up by vertical distance:
- If the station $s$ has exactly $k$ sidetracks, we insert a vertical distance of $k \cdot d$
- If no such limit exists, we can insert a vertical distance of $\min\{|\Gamma_s|+d, |\Gamma_t|+d\}$

But now the time of departure cannot be reached by our paths with limited slope
⇒ We need to shift the consecutive stations to the right, such that this path can be reached with limited slope
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We need to keep a temporal distance to the existing trains in the timetable ⇒ “Blow them up” as polygonal obstacles: Insert the security distance \((d_s, d_0)\)

In the example we used \(d_s=d, \, d_0=d/2\)
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We need to limit our outer polygon:

- No train can run earlier than departing earliest with highest speed
  \(\Rightarrow \ell_2\)
- No train can run later than arriving latest with highest speed
  \(\Rightarrow \ell_1\)
- Some further boundary parts
- Intersect holes with boundary
Example
cone: \begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
\fill[fill=teal, thick] (-1,-1) -- (-1,1) -- (1,1) -- (1,-1) -- cycle;
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}
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• Paths of Different Thickness (different temporal buffers required):
  - NP-hard in general
  - Same algorithm if the order of paths, that is, the order of trains is given
• Paths with Different Cones (different train types)
  - Again possible with the algorithm if the order of paths/order of trains is given: We simply make the new bottom respecting each consecutive cone

Outlook

• Application to real-world example
• What other geometric concepts can be used?